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Semantic Grid: Model, Methodology, and Applications introduces to the science, core technologies, and killer applications. First, scientific issues of semantic grid systems are covered, followed by two basic technical issues, data-level semantic mapping, and service-level semantic interoperating. Two killer applications are then introduced to show how to build a semantic grid for specific application domains. Although this book is organized in a step by step manner, each chapter is independent. Detailed application scenarios are also presented. In 1990, Prof. Wu invented the first KB-system tool, ZIPE, based on C on a SUN platform. He proposed the first coupling knowledge representing model, Couplingua, which embodies Rule, Frame, Semantic Network and Nerve Cell Network, and supports symbol computing and data processing computing. His current focus is on semantic web, grid & ubiquitous computing, and their applications in the life sciences.
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Personality, Identity, and Character: Explorations in Moral PsychologyCambridge University Press, 2009
Moral notions are foundational questions that have commanded deep reflection since antiquity, reflection that psychological science cannot evade, because the moral formation of children is a central concern of parents, schools, and communities charged with educating the next generation. In this respect there are few domains of study more crucial...
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Lysosomal Storage Disorders: A Practical GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Awareness of lysomal storage disorders needs to be raised and there is very substantial pharmaceutical interest to do so. The disorders are often viewed as obscurities but in fact they are treatable. Enzyme replacement therapy is available for four of the disorders and will be available for a further three disorders in the course of the next...
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Programming Social Applications: Building Viral Experiences with OpenSocial, OAuth, OpenID, and Distributed Web FrameworksO'Reilly, 2011

	I first began developing social applications when Facebook opened up its developer
	platform in 2007, giving people like me a taste of the extensive social data that an
	application can use to improve growth and target personalization settings. At the time,
	I was building social fantasy sports applications for CBSSports.com, pulling user...
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Mastering phpMyAdmin for Effective MySQL Management 2ePackt Publishing, 2006
This book is an upgrade to phpMyAdmin Version 2.8. Written by a member of the development team, this book serves as a comprehensive guide to helping you unlock the full potential of phpMyAdmin 3.8   phpMyAdmin Providing a powerful graphical interface for managing MySQL, phpMyAdmin is one of the most popular open source applications. While most...
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Synthetic Instruments: Concepts and ApplicationsNewnes, 2004
The way electronic measurement instruments are built is making an evolutionary leap to a new method of design called synthetic instruments. This promises to be the most significant advance in electronic test and instrumentation since the introduction of automated test equipment (ATE). The switch to synthetic instruments is beginning now, and it...
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Functional Programming in ScalaManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Functional Programming in Scala is a serious tutorial for programmers looking to learn FP and apply it to the everyday business of coding. The book guides readers from basic techniques to advanced topics in a logical, concise, and clear progression. In it, you'll find concrete examples and...
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